
Romans in Colchester

On the day pack

In this pack you will find:

1. Instruction sheets for the teacher led activity session
These notes outline the teacher led activities which include 
building a roundhouse and villa that you will complete with your 
class. We recommended you read these notes in preparation for 
your visit. 

2. Student gallery activity trail
Please ensure you print out a copy for each member of your 
class. Your timetable will include two gallery sessions for  
students to complete the trail. 

3. Map of the Castle



Romans in Colchester 

Teacher Led Activity Session 
Notes for Teachers  

 
Please read the notes below and follow instructions placed around the room.  
 

Step 1: Sit the whole class down to watch the DVD 
(Instructions are on the DVD player) 

This short introduction will encourage your class to think about how  
archaeologists look for evidence and will set them the challenge to rebuild the 
roundhouse and villa. 
 
Step 2: Building the houses 
Divide your class into 2 groups.  
Give the adults the house builder’s instructions  
(copies in pack and with houses) 
 
Villa: Please ask your groups to always have a person at each end of the long 
pieces of wall or roof.  
 
Roundhouse: You will need to show the children how to weave the slats on the 
roundhouse. 
 
Once the houses are completed ask both groups to sit next to their houses and 
turn over this page for questions to ask you class. These question are designed 
to help the students made comparisons between the two buildings.  
 

Step 3: Villa and Roundhouse excavation activities 
Follow the instructions on the tables and investigate the objects. 

If you need help, please ask a 
member of staff on the galleries ! 
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Step 2: House Building Questions  

 
Comparing the finished houses as a whole group, sit the class so 
that they can see both houses.  

 

Questions: 

How do you think they heated the roundhouse? 

There was a fire in the centre of the house, used for heating and 
cooking. There was NO hole in the roof. The smoke drifted up into 
the thatch and killed any insects living in it. The house would have 
been very dark and smoky.  

 

If there had been a hole in the roof it would have created a strong 
draught and the fire would have grown to big and set the whole 
house alight.  

 

How do you think they heated the villa?  

Clue: Look at the black on the hypocaust blocks 
(pictured right) under the floor.  

Why are they so black?  

 

There was a fire under the house that heated the 
air under the floor. The large hollow ‘box flu tile’ 
was built into the wall as a ‘chimney’ to carry the 
smoke out of the house. Look at the cut away 
section on the gallery by the Roman characters.  

 

 

Please take the buildings apart again for the next group.  

Thank you. 
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1. Start with the ‘villa archaeology site’ like this.  
 
Please put it back to this stage the end of the 
session. 

House builder’s instructions  

Roman Villa 

2. Finish the layer of green wall and fit in the floor. Put an L shaped ‘cement block’ 
in each corner and a small rectangle ‘cement block’ in the recess at the ends of 
each wall. 
 
The ‘cement blocks’ are essential to hold wall pieces together securely. 

3. Fit the wall pieces over the ‘cement blocks’, matching up the recess other bottom 
of the wall with the ‘cement block’. See picture above. The longest wall is at the 
back and the sloping pieces the final layer. Put in the mosaic floor. 
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4. Start at the bottom of the roof. The first piece will slot in, so that it half hangs off 
the roof. The tiles are wider at one end, so they slot over the row below. If they 
don’t quite fit in the slots – give the walls a gentle nudge! 

Well done. You can sit in your Roman villa – 3 at a time. 

Finished Roman Villa 
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1.Start with the ‘roundhouse archaeology site like this. 
  
Please put it back to this stage the end of the session. 

2. Put the tallest poles in the  
central ring of holes so the roof 
slopes downwards.  
 
Let the children work this out. 
The wooden ring sits on the 
small pegs at the top of the long 
poles. The ring is important to 
stop the poles falling outwards. 

3. Walls: start at the doorway and show the group how to weave a 
few of the long slats. 

Weaving: Slip the string over the first pole and weave the slat in 
and out of the poles – working in pairs. Always start the next  
layer with the slat the other side of the post. You can pull the loop of 
string through. Each slat will then hold up the one above.  Children 
can work in small teams on the 3 wall sections at the same time. 
Always start slats alternately: outside – inside – outside –inside 
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House builder’s instructions  

Iron Age Roundhouse 



4. Put a roof slat over each tall pole and the short pole in line with it. Slip the 
loops of string round the next roof slat to hold them apart. 

Don’t try tying knots! 

Well done. You can go in your finished roundhouse. 
 

Finished roundhouse 
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